As Brown tried to enter through the door, Officer Zens shouted, "Let me see your hands, now!" At
the same time, Officer Zens noticed another person in the doorway. The two persons were backlit
by the interior light shining into the dark backyard. Brown turned towards Officer Zens and
abruptly extended his arms outward from under his shirt near his waistband. Officer Zens, now five (5)
to ten (10) feet from Brown, feared Brown was about to shoot him, fired at Brown center mass to
stop him. Officer Zens did not use his firearm's site to aim his shot. Instead, he turned and reacted
quickly. Officer Zens then saw Brown's hand: he was unarmed. Thereafter, Officer Zens
holstered his firearm. After he shot, both persons fell to the ground. Office Zens then saw
Brown's hands and holstered his firearm. When he shot at Brown, he missed him and hit
Davis, who was behind Brown. Davis was seriously injured but fortunately not killed. The time
from when Officer Zens began the chase to the time he discharged his weapon was about 12
seconds. (Ex. 3, 7, 9, 17)

The Chief found that Officer Zens failed to follow police training on foot pursuit tactics.
6.
Specifically, when he rounded the northeast comer of the 3222 house after losing sight of Brown,
he did not "meter" the comer or stop or slow to avoid running into an unforeseen situation. To
"meter" a comer means to not tum the comer close to the wall; in other words, step away from
the wall before turning the comer. Wisconsin Law Enforcement Standards Board's "Tactical
Response, A Training Guide for Law Enforcement Officers," is a training guide for law
enforcement officers. In reference to foot chases, it recognizes that tactics will vary depending on
the situation and environment; nevertheless, the general guidelines instruct officers engaged in a
foot pursuit to not follow that exact same path as the suspect, meter comers in order to maintain
distance from a comer to avoid turning directly into an ambush, and to stop, look, and listen for a
suspect after losing sight of him or her during a foot pursuit. (Ex. 8, p. 17, Ex. 19)
The Chief also found that Officer Zens failed to follow police training on specific target
7.
requirements relating to the use of deadly force. Specifically, he failed to acquire target isolation
and as a result wounded a Bystander. Wisconsin Law Enforcement Standards Board's "Defense
and Arrest Tactics, Training Guide for Law Enforcement Officers," instructs officer that "[if] you
have determined that you face a threat that meets the requirements to permit deadly-force response,
and you have decided to shoot, you may still fulfill three target requirements: Target acquisition,
Target identification, Target Isolation." It further states, "Target isolation means that you can shoot
at your target without danger of harming innocent people." Nevertheless, a police officer may
shoot without acquiring target isolation "if the consequence of not stopping the threat would be
worse than the possibility of hitting an innocent person." (Ex. I, pp. 81-82) The training guide
entitled, "Firearms, A Training Guide for Law Enforcement Officers," contains the same
provisions. (Ex. 4, pp. 53-54)
The Chiefs rationale for disciplining Officer Zens was given by Inspector Formolo. Prior
8.
to his testimony, Inspector Formolo had reviewed the investigative reports, videos, interviews, and
Officer Zens' PI-21 statement. He testified that Officer Zens was engaged in a single minded
pursuit of Brown as exhibited by his PI-21 statement. The statement the Inspector referred to is
recorded in Sergeant Vynetta Norberg's memorandum. "He stated he lost sight of him for
approximately a half second. He stated he chased him around the comer directly after him. He
stated he should've stopped after he lost sight of him but kept going because of fear and adrenaline
and he wanted to get him into custody." (Ex. 9, p. 56) The Inspector testified that his actions are
inconsistent with the Tactical Response training guide, which states "If you decide to pursue,
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remain flexible-do not allow yourself to be sucked into a mindset of, 'I'm going to catch this guy
at any cost.' Be smart and don't over-commit." Officer Zens' decision to charge ahead resulted in
a confrontation that endangered him and the lives of Brown and the Bystander because he limited
his options to respond. He shot at Brown without target acquisition and injured the Bystander
behind Brown. The training instructs officers to use more caution, meter comers, don't follow
the tracks of the person being chased, don't lose sight, and don't charge ahead after losing sight.
Had Officer Zens followed these training guidelines, the shooting might have been prevented.
9.
Lieutenant Looney, in recommending discipline, summarized his analysis as follows,
"During the foot pursuit, Officer Zens' decision making process was contradictory to what is
trained by MPD in regards to foot pursuit. He failed to meter a comer while chasing a suspect
whom he lost sight of, putting himself at risk. Because he did not stop after he lost sight of the
suspect nor did he keep a reaction distance, which would have allowed him to disengage." (Ex.
19, p. 36) When questioned about his report, he explained that although the shooting was justified,
Officer Zens' actions, inconsistent with training, were not justified.
10.
Officer Zens maintains he did not violate police training in foot pursuit tactics. He admits
he did not stop or slow to meter the comer before rounding it, but he did so for valid tactical
reasons. He was too close to Brown for him to setup any kind of ambush and had he slowed down,
Brown would have gotten farther away and would have been more difficult to apprehend. Brown
might have had time to enter the house, which would have created a greater danger to the officers
and the people inside the house. Officer Zens maintains his failure to stop, slow, or meter the
comer was not a violation of the training guidelines because the guidelines themselves allow for
varying tactics based upon the situation and environment. (Ex. I, p. 17) Moreover, in his judgment,
stopping or slowing his quick pursuit when he was ten (10) feet behind Brown would have created
a greater danger to himself, the other officers, and the public by allowing Brown to either escape
or enter the house and hold the resident hostage.
11.
Officer Zens maintains he did not violate police training on specific target requirement
relating to the use of deadly force. Officer Zens testified that when Brown turned towards him and
extended his hand forward from under his shirt, Officer Zens believed Brown was about to shoot
him and responded to the threat by discharging his firearm. He pointed his gun at Brown and tried
to hit him but had no time to align his gun's sight on Brown. Officer Zens maintains that he did
not violate target acquisition training because the guidelines permit him to discharge his firearm
in the face of an immediate threat to his life without complying with those guidelines. The
guidelines state "if a subject a few feet away from you suddenly pulls a gun and threatens to shoot
you, generally the only reasonable response is to fire. There is simply not enough time to try
alternatives." Moreover, the guidelines make an exception to complying with the target isolations
guidelines. The "greater danger exception allows an officer to shoot without target isolation "if the
consequences of not stopping the threat would be worse than the possibility of hitting an innocent
person." (Ex. I, pp. 81-82) At the time he shot at Brown, Officer Zens testified that he believed
Brown was a greater danger to himself, other officers, and the public, than the danger of hitting an
innocent person.
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